Tangible Gladiator
Tangible: Hard Money, Old Money, Aristocrat and Elite, Controlled
Servitude minus severe austerity measure (limited time duration).
In short, tangible money would be that money of the wage earners gross
income derived from GDP operations plus gross profits from
(Old/Modern - GPD) industry.
Disposable profits from the seller of raw materials to industry would be
included in the tangible pool.
Disposable profits from those landowner selling rights to raw material
would also be included in the tangible pool.
Money derived from Tangible GDP is all the money that is available to
the world. This is the limited amount of Hard Money that governments
can rely upon to support a government.
Fiscal Policy addressing these areas would aid in making a countries
Hard Money deficit sustainable.
So long as banking operated within the Hard Money, austerity measure
and forwarding deficit to the next generation could possibly result in a
positively adjusted environment.
Intangible: Soft Money, New Money, Traders, Hedgers, Stock Markets
of the world. (Those who skim money from Tangible Value)
High speed trading allows for a mass amount of tangible stock to be
bought and sold where the fees for these intangible trades are skimmed
from Tangible Value.
Once Intangible value exceeds Tangible value, failure is eminent and
failure did occur and most call it a financial crisis.
The Central Banks effort to save the Old Money banks, but these banks
had become so involved in New Money; no amount of Hard or Soft
Liquidity would serve to save Old Money banks for Hard Money limit is
the value of GDP.

The Old Hard Money banks being so entwined with Soft Money (binary
digits residing on the central banks computers) suffered loss in
attempting to save the Soft Money of the trading markets.
Where as Hard Money value for centuries has risen at about 3% per
annum, Soft Money Value in the last decade has risen at rates tenfold
to that of Hard Money.
So were it that only Hard Money (Tangible) required fiscal policy, years
or decades might have absorbed the kicking of the can, potentially
sustainable. As for Soft Money (Intangible), to kick the Soft Money can
down the road, would require that of centuries with future Soft Money
exposure being added to the current Soft Money crisis, this scenario is
absolutely unsustainable.
Of Course, you will have those whose lives depend upon the Soft Money
doing whatever it takes to protect their Soft Money Friday Paycheck or
Throne.
Emperor Honorius banned gladiatorial games around 404 AD. History
notes that Rome felt fear in 73 BC that the city was about to be
attacked.1
Today’s financial crisis affects the world and it is not just a city or
government that should be concerned, but that of all cities and
governments of the world. The governments of the world so far have not
appeared to act in the best interest of humanity.

One needs not a sword to remove one from governmental office.

Those not being subservient to mammon, who hold
office is one who those not elected fear.
Choose Wisely!
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